Uniform What To Do
Years 10 and 11
As scholars move into year 10 the uniform policy adapts to reflect their position in education. Scholars may
choose to wear a suit from year 10 which will then be compulsory in year 11. Scholars in year 10 may
choose to continue to wear their usual academy uniform if they wish.
Year 10 / 11 uniform Item
Suit
 Matching suit jacket and trousers / skirts below knee length
 Single colour (dark matte finish such as dark grey, navy, black or tweed (no contrasting panels / patterns)
 Classic, slim or tailored fit - skinny trousers are not allowed
 Lace is not allowed
 Dresses may be worn, they must be round neck or a shirt dress and plain design
The jacket
 Should match the dress in colour
 Jumpers are not permitted
Shirt
 Long sleeve shirts only
 Formal style with a stiff collar
 Full buttons and not polo style tops
 Simple patterns (such as stripes or polka dots) or plain colour
 For girls, blouses are permitted but must be smart, formal and button or tie at the neck
Tie / Scarves
 All boys to wear a tie; optional for girls. Scarves
 Simple patterns (such as stripes or polka dots) or plain colour
Shoes
 Formal, full shoe
 Plain black in colour
 Leather or leather look
 Ballet shoes are not permitted
 Sandals or canvass shoes are not permitted

If anything is judged as unprofessional by the academy staff, scholars will be asked to remove the item and may result in a correction
or red line. All items should create a professional look.
To avoid embarrassment or unnecessary cost, if you are in any doubt about a hairstyle, or the purchase of an item of clothing, you can
email medwards@dixonsma.com with a picture or description of the item. Lines in hair or eyebrows, coloured hair, any makeup and
visible henna are not permitted. Scholars are permitted to wear one plain watch.
Scholars will be asked to rectify any hairstyle, or replace any clothing at their expense that is perceived to be unsuitable for school. We
welcome your co-operation in maintaining the smart appearance of the academy scholars.

Suit jacket

Suit trousers/ skirt

Long sleeve shirt with buttons

Tie (for boys)

Black socks

Black shoes
Leather or leather-look

Academy jacket

